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Significant transformation is changing the industry, and utilities themselves, in profound and 
unpredictable ways. Utilities must react quicker than ever before, but adjusting the necessary 
project management processes is easier said than done and leaves many utilities wondering how 
to implement changes successfully.

Most project managers are used to the waterfall method for upgrades and implementing 
business transformation. In the past, the barriers to change have included:

• Lofty goals, posing the risk of defeatism
• Too long to show ROI, resulting in C-suite and customer impatience
• A sprawling base of heavy assets, meaning system improvements can take  

months to years

As companies seek to establish a strategic foothold in a new energy landscape, agile 
project management plays a critical role. In today’s volatile and diverse setting, agile project 
management is your best path forward to nimble, strategic responses to industry challenges. 
In this guide, we’ll introduce you to the benefits of agile, share insights into how you can best 
transition to agile project management, and walk you through what an agile project looks like. 

Dynamic, challenging, and uncertain — these three words describe the 
business environment that utilities must operate in today. The industry 
faces increased competition, rising customer expectations, and changing 
regulations, but, despite all that, the long-term growth outlook for utilities is 
promising with innovations in technologies, such as electric storage, electric 
transportation, rooftop solar, fuel cells, and microgrids.

The Rise of Agile Project 
Management for Utilities

Introduction
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Projects Can Start Without a Clearly Defined End Goal
In older methodologies, the project’s goal needed to be clearly defined before the project 
started. How else could a project accomplish anything or be successful? However, it can be 
difficult to articulate a final goal, and trying to do so inhibits progress in the meantime. With agile 
project management, projects begin with a general idea, and as the project progresses, the team 
gains additional customer feedback, and goals become better defined. Despite these evolving 
requirements, agile project management makes it easy to course correct because projects are 
completed in smaller steps and team members receive regular feedback.

Teams Can Rapidly Pivot 
If requirements such as regulations or customer expectations suddenly change, agile project 
management allows you to easily adapt so your long-term project doesn’t suffer. Or, if an 
unforeseen opportunity arises, agile project management makes it easy to capitalize on it. The 
beauty of agile project management is that it doesn’t tie you to a ‘perfect’ or ‘ideal’ long-term 
solution. 

Agile project management allows you to strike a balance between speed 
and stability by tackling a complex issue in smaller steps and constantly 
reevaluating progress. Here’s a deeper look at the many benefits that agile 
project management delivers. 

The Benefits of Agile for 
Utilities

Chapter 1
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Risk is Minimized
Fail fast, fail safe is another agile benefit. Agile project management gives teams the leeway they 
need to try for something that may not work without the risk of tanking the whole project. Every 
iteration and release reduces risk. Fast feedback loops allow you to identify needed changes 
quickly, incorporate those changes rapidly, and further reduce product risk by delighting the 
customer with what they value and need.

Higher Buy-In and Better Results
Agile project management helps increase buy-in and can deliver a better end result. Not only 
does fast feedback help identify any issues, but it also helps the project become more successful 
than anyone could have anticipated. Encouraging regular feedback can help uncover needs 
throughout the project that would’ve gone undetected using waterfall methodology. 

Continuous Improvement
Continuous improvement is at the heart of 
agile project management. Regularly gathering 
feedback from users and team members 
throughout the project and regular reflection 
on how to create something more effective 
improves future iterations of the product 
and lends itself naturally to continuous 
improvement.

Faster ROI
Agile project management helps you better 
understand client pain points, prioritize your 
work, and focus on providing immediate value. 
A critical part of providing fast ROI is creating 
a minimum viable product (MVP), which allows 
new functionality to become available to users 
as soon as possible after the first iteration  
or sprint.

With a better understanding of agile project 
management’s benefits, it’s easy to see why it 
will play a critical role in utilities’ future. Next, 
we’ll dive further into the details of an MVP and 
the many benefits it can offer your team and 
customers. 

Chapter 1

Waterfall vs. Agile Project 
Management: Understanding the 
Difference
Before you can decide whether waterfall or agile 
is right for your project, you need to understand 
the difference between the two. While many 
quality assurance teams are well-versed in 
waterfall practices, teams are increasingly 
turning to agile testing methodologies to speed 
up the process while also ensuring that quality 
remains top of mind.

Agile:
• Flexible
• Incremental and iterative approach
• Project divided into sprints 
• Testing performed concurrently with 

development
• Many small projects

Waterfall:
• Structured
• Linear and sequential approach
• Project divided into phases 
• Testing performed after build
• One large project
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What is Minimum Viable Product (MVP)? 
A Minimum Viable Product (MVP) is the smallest usable product you can build and still deliver the 
expected value to the customer. It establishes that minimum benchmark while leaving the door 
open for customer feedback and future product development.

What Are the Benefits of an MVP?
The MVP can be a hidden goldmine for your team and customers.

Potentially Avoid Lengthy or Unnecessary Work 
What customers want today may be different from what they’ll want a month from now. 
Start building what customers want immediately with an MVP and use it as a foundation 
to keep building on while making any necessary changes going forward.

Get Stakeholder Buy-In 
This is crucial to prevent dumping resources into a product that doesn’t meet the end 
goal. Seeing progress one iteration at a time can be incredibly helpful for parties to 
provide meaningful feedback that will contribute to the end goal. An MVP allows for more 
solidified stakeholder buy-in and gives you leeway to easily implement changes. 

Part of what makes agile project management such a powerful strategy is its 
focus on delivering an MVP. 

Understanding Minimum 
Viable Product (MVP) and 
its Benefits

Chapter 2
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Chapter 2

Test User Experience (UX) and Usability 
The last headache your team, budget, and customers need is to reach the end stages of 
a product only to find out that it has poor UX and usability testing. Because an MVP is a 
smaller version of the final product, you can start UX and usability testing sooner rather 
than later. 

Respond to Feedback and Iterate on Working Versions 
Iterations are a saving grace. An MVP makes it possible to take good ideas and push 
them forward without sacrificing too much time. Iterations set you up for success by 
overcoming challenges as you go.

Cost-Efficiency 
Thanks to iterations and feedback loops, cost efficiency is another benefit of an MVP. 
You don’t lose time, money or resources with getting toward the end of a project before 
finding out that you should’ve gone a different direction weeks or months ago. 

How to Determine an MVP
Determining an MVP requires business analysis, refinement, and breaking work down into user 
stories. When deciding on an MVP, close collaboration with stakeholders is critical.

TIP:

Your team should have a clear picture of the goals and the most important aspects 
of the MVP before getting started.

In order for an MVP to be cost effective and efficient, you need to know what stakeholders want 
to accomplish. Understanding the driving needs behind a request makes it easier to begin work 
on something that provides value as you go, starting with the first iteration. For example, if you 
want a car, is the main goal about speed or status? Or is it about being able to get groceries and 
visit family? 

While creating a roadmap to a clearly defined end goal can be difficult, creating an MVP is much 
more approachable and provides benefits to users faster. With an understanding of agile project 
management’s benefits and the critical role of an MVP, we’ll dive into agile project management 
for utilities, specifically.
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Get In the Right Mindset (Have an Open Mind Going In)
First, everyone must understand what agile is and what it requires. Establishing this upfront sets 
appropriate expectations and helps everyone get in the right mindset. 

Agile is a very disciplined practice. Scrum, the most widely-used framework for agile 
development, pushes the concept of a self-organizing team and encourages staff to respond 
with what they’re realistically capable of taking on. It focuses on staff empowerment and 
industry best practices, which is why so many successful companies have adopted agile project 
management.

Establish Buy-In
This is an all-for-one, one-for-all approach that does away with silos and centers around 
teamwork, which means that the entire team needs to commit to this disciplined methodology. 
Without that buy-in, agile will be a lot of work and it may not be successful. 

TIP:

The importance of buy-in from management cannot be overstated. 

There are many benefits to agile project management, but there are a few 
potential roadblocks that many companies need to navigate as they prepare 
for the move to agile. Here are a few common challenges that you should be 
aware of and tips to overcome them.

How Utilities Can Smoothly 
Transition to Agile

Chapter 3
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Set Expectations
Managing expectations is critical for any project’s success. For agile, this means setting a vision 
and boundaries, including creating a list of backlog items. This will allow the team the time and 
space to complete the work in a sprint without changing direction during that sprint. 

TIP:

Make sure that leaders understand the methodology of agile when they create a 
list of backlog items. This protects the sprint from disruptions that sidetrack team 
members’ focus from the sprint. Without leaders serving as a buffer, sprints can 
rapidly fall apart and derail a project’s efficiency and timeline.

Create Cross-Team Collaboration
Agile is all about teamwork. Business 
stakeholders and developers must work 
together to align the product with customer 
needs and company goals. Working in a silo or 
creating a product that favors either business 
stakeholders or developers can lead to failure. 
Cross-team collaboration is part of success 
with agile project management. 

TIP:

Create a team with truly cross-functional 
team members to ensure that you’ve 
covered all the skillsets needed to 
complete the work to better set your 
team up for success.

Ensure Follow Through
Sometimes organizations begin the move to agile but give up when obstacles arise. Success 
requires having a dedicated team to follow through with agile methodology. Any project faces 
challenges. When switching to agile, your methodology is going to constantly evolve and need 
tweaks — this is ok and part of the continuous improvement process.

TIP:

Methodology is something a team must constantly work on. Best practice is to have 
an agile coach who can mentor teams as they mature and progress.

Using these tips will help set your utility up for success as it moved to agile.

Chapter 3

Agile and the Future of Utilities 
Agile can deliver strong ROI for many projects 
but one of the most pressing areas for utilities’ 
future is customer service. As customers 
become more engaged and their expectations 
grow, utilities must become more customer-
centric. New technology makes managing 
changing customer journeys, preferences, and 
engagement channels simpler. Beginning an 
agile customer service-focused project now 
will deliver faster ROI and increase customer 
satisfaction.
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Following a Scrum Framework
Scrum follows a set of roles, responsibilities, and meetings that never change. Scrum has re-
prioritization built into the process and short release cycles to support continuous improvement 
and enable teams to adapt to changing conditions and user requirements. 

Scrum allows teams to deliver value by regularly producing a working product, typically during 
sprints that last one to two weeks. Sprints make it possible to tweak the process without grinding 
the project to a halt. During a sprint, cross-functional teams work on one specific product. 
Remaining work isn’t forgotten about — it is organized into a backlog, which will be re-evaluated 
and reprioritized based on business or customer value during refinement meetings. 

Here are critical components of a Scrum framework:

INSIGHT:

People often confuse agile and Scrum or think they’re the same thing. Agile is a set 
of principles and Scrum is a framework.

Agile project management takes a complex project and breaks it into 
smaller steps, which gives you the chance to inspect the project and adapt 
it, tweaking processes along the way. Scrum is the most widely-used 
framework for agile development. Scrum brings visibility to and prioritizes 
outstanding work and new features. 

Moving to Agile with  
Scrum

Chapter 4
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Chapter 4

Establishing a Backlog
Creating and maintaining a backlog is a critical part of Scrum. A backlog is a list of work that 
the client wants done. It makes sprint planning easier and shows what your team is going to be 
working on. If a backlog doesn’t already exist, the product owner works closely with stakeholders 
to create and maintain a backlog of work that will resolve the client’s pain points. The backlog 

will consist of a prioritized list of user stories, 
ensuring that the items at the top of the 
backlog contain the highest level of detail since 
they are the most important and will generally 
be acted on first.

The main role of the product owner is to 
discuss pain points and identify deliverables 
that will add value with stakeholders. 
The product owner then organizes those 
deliverables into small pieces of work that can 
be accomplished within a sprint and deliver 
value toward the stakeholders’ end goals. 
These chunks of work should be prioritized 
by what will deliver the most value to the 
stakeholder.

Product Backlog Refinement 
The goal of product backlog refinement is to add detail and order to the backlog. During this 
stage, the product owner reviews the backlog with the team. Refinement meetings should 
happen regularly and could be an officially scheduled meeting or an ongoing activity. Regular 
backlog refinement helps ensure the right user stories are prioritized, which better ensuring 
customer satisfaction.

Requirements for this phase include:

1. Get Requirements Upfront 
The detailed requirements for each user story must be known in advance. Sometimes 
questions need to be sent back to stakeholders.

2. Review and Discuss the Breakdown of a User Story 
The team discusses the user story breakdown together. Properly refined user stories 
enable the team to move faster. 

3. Determine Success and Completion Indicators 
The team should be able to determine if the sprint was a success and when a 
component of the project can be considered finished. Knowing this ahead of time will 
avoid getting caught up in unnecessary details, losing efficiency and time. 

The Importance of a Product Owner  
Product owners need to have the long-term 
vision for what the product should become 
while still identifying ways to provide value 
to the stakeholder(s) in the short term. They 
must be very familiar with both the overall 
concerns of the stakeholder and any issues the 
stakeholder is experiencing. 
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4. Establish Acceptance Criteria 
Discuss how users should evaluate if the work produced meets their needs. For 
example, if the requirement is that the bike seat is red, then the acceptance criteria 
would be: “Is the bike seat red?”. You should identify if there are any performance 
criteria and design notes to incorporate.

5. Estimate Work Effort (With a Point Scale) 
Once a user story is refined and the team understands exactly what needs to be 
produced, they’ll be able to approximate the amount of time and effort that the user 
story will take to complete. The team should assign points to the user story in the 
backlog. 

INSIGHT:

It’s important to remember that one of the main benefits of agile is that nothing is 
set in stone. It’s easy to add new stories and items as new information arises. 

Sprint Planning 
Every sprint starts with sprint planning. During this stage, the team determines what work from 
the prioritized backlog they’ll be able to complete during the sprint and they establish an MVP. 
The team works together to answer two basic questions: 

1. What work can get done in this sprint?
2. How will the chosen work get done?

Velocity is an important aspect of sprint planning because it gives the team the chance to identify 
if they accepted too much work, not enough work, or just the right amount. Besides serving as an 
internal measurement, velocity is also a good way for the team to push themselves just enough 
without sacrificing quality. Because velocity provides the product owner and stakeholders with an 
idea of how much work will be completed in each sprint, it also helps with planning by establishing 
possible release schedules.

INSIGHT:

Keep in mind that velocity is based on estimations. While there’s no such thing as 
a good velocity or bad velocity, it’s important to know that it’s normal for a sprint, 
especially the first one, not to hit your target velocity. Don’t get too discouraged. 
The purpose of agile is to inspect and adapt!

Chapter 4
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Sprint
During a sprint, the team collaborates to 
complete all the work they pulled into the sprint 
during sprint planning. They must complete 
all the necessary work to deliver value to the 
customer, including development, testing, and 
documentation. 

Collaboration is essential and holding a daily 
standup is a critical part of any sprint. Daily 
standups allow the team to check in and share 
how work is progressing, bringing up any 
potential challenges that would impact the 
team’s ability to deliver the sprint goal to the 
surface, and giving the team the chance to 
create a plan to resolution.

Sprint Review
At the end of a sprint, a sprint review 
meeting is held to demo completed work, 
review, and adapt. While the functionality is 
production-ready, it’s not necessarily released 
to production right away. The sprint review 
process supports alignment between the team, 
product owner, and stakeholders, ensuring 
better value delivery.

TIP:

For better Scrum review, each sprint review should also have a sprint retrospective, 
where the team can talk about what worked well, what did not, and possible changes 
to the process.

Steps of a sprint review include: 
1. The team demos to stakeholders the work that has been completed during the sprint. 
2. Stakeholders review the work and provide the team with feedback. 
3. The Scrum master and team do a retrospective.

• What worked well during the sprint?
• What didn’t work well during the sprint?
• Is there any fine-tuning that can be done?

Chapter 4

Definitions for Key Terms

Scrum:
A framework, often used in agile projects, that 
allows the creation of adaptive solutions. 

Sprint:
A short, time-boxed period when a Scrum team 
works to complete a set amount of work. 

User Story:
The users sharing their perspective on how 
they employ a product.

Velocity:
A simple calculation measuring units of work 
completed in a given timeframe. Work can be 
measured in terms of hours, user stories, or 
story points.

Development + Testing = Velocity
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While releases are critical, they can cause a few temporary bumps in the road. Planning can help 
avoid any challenges. 

With a release, utilities generally have downtime or, at the very least, run the risk of downtime. 

TIP:

Decide in advance how often the organization can handle enterprise systems, such 
as an ERP, being down for a certain period. 

Users are impacted by production releases, which could mean additional training is required.

TIP:

Evaluate the product you’re releasing and the level of comfort your stakeholders 
need. For example, do they require training, or can you release and let people learn 
on the fly?

Release scheduling is the final component of agile project management 
and connects business strategy with customer needs. Stakeholders and 
development teams must align on release planning. It’s useful to determine 
the stakeholders’ appetite for release in conjunction with MVP completion. 

Planning for Success with 
Release Scheduling

Chapter 5
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Knowing when to release is critical. Just because you have work that can deliver value doesn’t 
necessarily mean you should release it. Timing is everything. For example, if you made a webpage 
with a search bar but you can’t search yet, you may not want to release that feature to the 
general public. Alternatively, you may want to do a beta release to gather additional feedback. 
Once you’ve finished the final touches of the MVP and confirmed with stakeholders, you’re ready 
for release!

TIP:

For most utilities, releasing quarterly is best practice.

Chapter 5
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In a rapidly evolving industry, utilities require the ability to quickly course correct. Adopting agile 
project management benefits utilities customers and shareholders today and sets utilities up 
well for a future filled with more advanced technologies, complex energy sources, and larger and 
denser population centers. 

Before embarking on your agile journey, set yourself up for success with seasoned experts and 
best practices on your side. Contact Utility Solutions Partners today.

Utility Solutions Partners (USP) is a premier technology consultancy and systems 
integrator for mid-size utility companies that are powered by the Oracle Utilities 
Product Suite. Whether you’re facilitating an implementation or an upgrade, 
adding new functionality, integrating systems, training staff, or simply want world-
class support, we can help you. We are an Oracle Utilities certified partner highly 
experienced to install and support the Oracle Utilities Suite of integrated products. 
When you need to elevate your technical capabilities and maximize the return on 
your technology investment, the experts at USP not only install software, we instill 
confidence.

utilitysolutionsllc.com

Moving Confidently Into 
the Future with Agile

Conclusion

https://utilitysolutionsllc.com/contactus/
https://utilitysolutionsllc.com

